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NEW RELEASES NO. 23 – 2019 
             
Aziza Brahim: Sahari 
GBCD 83 / € 10,45 / 4030433608326 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Western Sahara – Popular 
GBLP 83 / € 13,45 / 4030433608319 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Western Sahara – Popular 

The acclaimed Saharawi singer-songwriter and activist Aziza Brahim, returns for her third Glitterbeat album.  
Produced in Barcelona by Aziza with Amparo Sánchez (Amparanoia, Calexico), 'Sahari' is her most 
adventuresome and sublime work to date. Voiced with deep passion and grace, Aziza Brahim’s music 
adeptly travels the expanse between her Western Saharan roots and Barcelona, the European cosmopolis 
where she has lived for more than a decade. Aziza is both a contemporary sonic poet and a prominent and 
an eloquent spokesperson for Saharawi musical culture and their ongoing struggle for political recognition 
and justice. The music Aziza Brahim makes reflects both the sorrow and the hope of the Western Sahara 
people. She grew up in one of the camps in the Algerian desert, along with thousands of other Saharawi 
who were removed from their homes in the Western Sahara. The refugee camp was the place that formed 
her. It lives in her every heartbeat. Listen. 

             
Jewish Monkeys: Catastrophic Life 
CD 179492 / € 9,45 / 4015698288834 / label: Greedy For Best Music / format: CD / Israel – Klezmer 
LP 179491 / € 12,95 / 4015698652338 / label: Greedy For Best Music / format: LP / Israel – Klezmer 

After Mania Regressia (GBM 1) and High Words (GBM 3), Tel Aviv’s grandfathers of punk are back to 
present their latest album Catastrophic Life. Grandfathers of punk?! Not all band members will agree. In 
fact, several talented young bloods joined the ranks of the Jewish Monkeys over the past years, flashing 
polyphonic brass and shredding guitar riffs to keep the old guys on their heels. The ten new album tracks 
were all written by the band itself and see the expedition venturing into unfamiliar territory. Judging by their 
previous two albums, we knew that popular shtetl tunes blended well with ska rhythms. This time however, 
they up the dosage, adding afrobeat, reggae and funk licks, Caribbean flair, wild guitars as well as a pinch 
of Balkan sauce to the driving mix. Listen to a track. 

             
Mamadou Kelly: Les Bateaux 
CLECD 27 / € 9,95 / 0711574891825 / label: Clermont Music / format: CD / Mali – Popular (out 22/11/19) 
CLELP 27 / € 17,45 / 0711574893010 / label: Clermont Music / format: LP / Mali – Popular (out 17/1/20) 

Kelly sings about life. He praises and thanks those who do admirable things. He evokes the spirits of 
collective memory. Seemingly simple, upon listening, his songs reveal multi-layered complexity. He is a 
master of the desert blues. His group on this album includes longtime colleague Aly Magassa (electric 
guitar), Kande Sissoko (ngoni), and Hamadoun "Afo" Guindo (percussion). They are joined on tracks by 
Malian musicians Adama Sidibe (balafon(, Madou Diabate (violin), and Hama Sangho (backup vocal), as 
well as American friends Jacob Silver (bass), Cindy Cashdollar (lap steel guitar), and David Rothenberg 
(clarinets). Les Bateaux was recorded live in Bamako and New York. CD has four bonus track. Listen. 
             
Josef Josef: Josef Josef 
BUDA 860343 / € 11,05 / 3341348603438 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / France – Gypsy 

After twenty-five years of touring, one thousand eight hundred concerts on five continents, eight albums, 
Eric Slabiak, founder of the group Les Yeux Noirs, begins a musical adventure with Josef Josef, his new 
band of five musicians. They now present their first album 'Josef Josef', original compositions and traditional 
melodies, Yiddish and gypsy songs mixed with contemporary sounds. A trip to the Balkans and Eastern 
Europe, to the heart of Jewish and Roma musical cultures. These songs will grab you, between loss and the 
desire to conquer, in their interpretation both faithful to their soul and audacious in their arrangements: here 
jazz makes an incursion into the gypsy, here music takes back its rights and grace in the purest language.  

             
Polifonic System: Totem Sismic 
BUDA 860329 / € 11,05 / 3341348603292 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / France – World Fusion 

A pioneer of beat boxing in France (Angel B), an interstellar flutist (Henri Maquet), a chabrettes charmer 
(Clément Gauthier) and a polyphonist (Manu Théron) have agreed on a common repertoire... All four sing, 
use rudimentary instruments and draw from Occitan culture - and many others - the inspiration that 
animates them, mixing with it the influences that have marked their respective musical journeys, from jerk to 
electronic music or rock. Using almost exclusively the voices and the full range of possibilities of popular 
song from the spoken-sung to the hyper-melodic. The common point of this music, beyond the 
denominations and the pre-supposed aesthetic, lies in their function: they are devoted to dance. Listen. 

https://youtu.be/X9G0HrvQzS8
https://youtu.be/_nxCHY2smvY
https://youtu.be/valGN-QkWxg
https://soundcloud.com/user-282473284/polifonic-system-quand-ieu-men-vau
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El Sebas De La Calle: Artesania 
SATKCD 276 / € 11,45 / 8435307609373 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain-Catalunya – Flamenco 

Sebas Pallares Santos better known as "El Sebas de la Calle" is a young singer and composer, born in 
1984 in the outskirts of Barcelona. Raised between guitars and honoring his family traditions, he has chosen 
unmistakable to use his voice. After his great success in 2018 with the album 'Mi verdad' El Sebas de la 
Calle presents his third album 'Artesania', a work that was born out of a meeting in Madrid with the guitarist 
and composer of rumba flamenco and winner of a Goya for Best Original Song (2001) Manuel Malou. After 
this meeting and the first step towards the creation of this album, Manuel Malou and Sebas de la Calle, 
shared a few months time in Barcelona, the town where this album was recorded. Listen. 

             
Javier Flores: Mi Destino 
ARCD 1 / € 11,45 / 8435383663443 / label: T-sunami / format: CD / Spain-Catalunya – Flameco 

Javier Flores loves flamenco since he was a kid. He debuted in the Peñas Flamencas (flamenco clubs) he 
had around when he was only nine years old. The audience was dazzled by the voice of a kid who, in that 
precise moment, discovered the profession he will dedicate his life to. His art as a singer is inspired by 
flamenco legends like Chocolate, Caracol or Tio Borrico, some of the most famous flamenco singers. 
Already an adult, his hard work and talent brought him to perform in venues around the world. During all 
those performances he shared the stage with countless flamenco artists. Among all of them we can highlight 
Torombo, Farruca, Rafael de Carmen, Pastora Galvan, Junco, Choro, Gema Moneo, La Lupi, Beatriz 
Morales, Marquesita and Oscar de los Reyes, among many others.  

             
Sandra Bautista: Trapezista 
SATKCD 270 / € 11,45 / 8435307609106 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain-Catalunya – Popular 

Sandra Bautista is one of the pearls of the Catalan musical scene. Talent, youth and a sweet and incisive voice. 
Her personal versatility and vocal harmonies place her as a firm candidate to become a star among the most 
recognized voices in this scene. Listen. 
             
Salva Racero: Immortals 
SATKCD 257 / € 11,45 / 8435307609199 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain-Catalunya – Popular 

After ten years being the lead singer of the Lax'n'Busto band, Salva Racero releases his first solo recording 
'Immortals', an exercise of courage and inner rediscovery. 'Immortals' is the result of looking in the mirror, 
rediscovering and starting a new path, entering into a new musical universe. Listen to a track. 

             
Joan Masdeu: La Flor Del Panical – Whiskyn’s 25 Anys 
SATKCD 269 / € 11,45 / 8435307609083 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the band Whiskyn  the musician who led this band, releases his 
new album 'La Flor del Panical'. For the first time, the most significant songs of Whiskyn are re-recorded, with a 
more nuanced format and new arrangements, which bring a new depth to each of the tracks. Teaser. 

             
Ensemble Fawaz Baker: Alep – Brest 
HIR 912082 / € 9,45 / 3521383454947 / label: Hirustica / format: CD / Syria-France-Brittany – Fusion 
HIRV 912082 / € 18,95 / 3521381557350 / label: Hirustica / format: LP / Syria-France-Brittany – Fusion 

The war ripped this Ud player from his native Syria and everything he had built there, even if he wanted to 
remain in solidarity. Fawaz Baker has been director of the Aleppo Conservatory of Music for several years. 
The chain of transmission continues from musician to musician and soul to soul, echoing millenary melodies 
that were once heard throughout the city, in churches and cafés; in mosques and on the terraces of free 
stone buildings. These airs, in Arabic, Syriac, Armenian, Turkish or Kurdish, have been transmitted from 
generation to generation, armed with their beauty, as the only weapon against oblivion. Listen. 

             
TMSA: Young Trad Tour 2018 
TMSA 18 / € 10,95 / 0880992157841 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

Ensemble performances by the finalists and winners of last year’s BBC Radio Scotland Young Traditional 
Musician of the Year Competition. As opportunities arise for our younger musicians, a spirit of unity 
supersedes a spirit of competition and the ten selections here demonstrates that unity perfectly well. With 
some outstanding musicianship and confident vocal performances, Hannah Rarity, Rory Matheson, Amy 
Papiransky, Alexander Levack, David Sedden, Luc McNally and Charlie Stewart shine under the 
directorship of Anna Massie. Selecting from a deep well of both traditional and original material, including 
songs from the pens of Amy Papiransky, Brian McNeill and Findlay Napier, both songs and tunes are 
treated to fine arrangements, each musician’s contribution demonstrating startling maturity. Listen to a track. 

             
Anne Leith & Les Oman: Poets 
ASKOML 1 / € 10,95 / 0880992152945 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

Anne Leith and Les Oman both live in the seaport town of Campbeltown in Kintyre and have played music 
together, in various combinations, (most prominently with Campbeltown folk-rock band The Wild Sarachs) for 
almost twenty years. As musicians, Anne & Les know that poetry can be tricky to work with as not everything 
works like a song lyric. Accordingly, they were both delighted and fortunate to find these six gems and hope 
you will enjoy them in the same way that they were inspired by the original poems. Listen. 

https://youtu.be/KEsq4jTpmlU
https://youtu.be/AKQ0NGhiAWk
https://youtu.be/dewTw1mKu0g
https://youtu.be/bg44TtVfJvc
https://soundcloud.com/hirustica/ayyoub-edit-1?in=hirustica/sets/alep-brest-ensemble-fawaz
https://youtu.be/eXbP7nSd-dY?list=PLlJ6mcpK7uj6IUoajS9kEPkNiTtBSMAQo
https://youtu.be/Eg_8bWP8tTs
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Nat King Cole: Incomparable! 
CR 30123 / € 19,95 / 0194397012323 / label: Cristal Records / format: 3CD / USA – Jazz 

Several generations of listeners around the world have memories of some of the most famous songs of 
which Nat King Cole left us unforgettable recordings, like Mona Lisa, Smile, Blue Gardenia, Ballerina and 
many others... The present box set obviously includes these titles. However, it is also intended to recall, or 
to make people discover, beyond the extraordinary velvet of his voice, the true dimension of an artist who 
was much more than a "simple" crooner. Nat King Cole was one of the great men of the jazz piano, a 
master who left his mark on most of his peers. On the first CD we hear the popular singer accompanied by 
various orchestras, he is at the piano throughout the other two; singing at the head of his trio in the second, 
exclusively instrumentalist in the third, according to various formats from trio to large orchestra.  

             
Celine Bonacina: Fly Fly 
CR 289 / € 10,45 / 0190759877722 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / France – Jazz 

Saxophonist Celine Bonacina has established herself as one of the most exciting musicians on the 
European scene for almost ten years and with four albums in a row. Her playful, audacious and sensual 
style, nourished by groove on the baritone saxophone, has no equivalent. Her taste for encounters and 
musical mixes nourish a trajectory in perpetual movement. With this fifth album, we find the fundamentals 
of he4r style, a melodic jazz constantly carried by invigorating rhythms. The presence of guitarist Pierre 
Durand, invited on some tracks, brings his colorful and brilliant touch. The mixing was done by guitarist 
Nguyen Le. Album teaser. 

             
Oddjob: Folk 
CAP 21927 / € 13,25 / 7391782219272 / label: Caprice Records / format: LP / Sweden – Folk-Jazz 
Also available on CD: CAP 21880 / € 10,95 / 7391782218800 / label: Caprice Records / format: CD 

On this album, the Swedish folk music band Oddjob turns to the past in order to see the future. Here are 
seven new tracks, all inspired by the Caprice Records classic ‘Lockrop och Vallatar’ (CAP 21483), which 
features a horn tune, goat callings, and herding tunes. This was the starting point for the famous folk / jazz 
band Oddjob. The musicians (Peter Forss – acoustic bass; Per Johansson – sax, bass clarinet, alto flute; 
Goran Kajfes – trumpet and modular synthesizer; Daniel Karlsson – piano and Crumar organ; Janne 
Robertson – drums) explore the archival music from a jazz perspective and make history into contemporary 
music. While recording, the band chose one song at a time to collectively improvise over until something 
emerged that felt ready to be recorded. The result is an inventive jazz album. Listen to a track.  

EXPECTED 
             
Kankou: Kuma (Out on Friday December 6

th
, 2019) 

CRR 1926 / € 9,45 / 0194491271442 / label: Cannery Row Records / format: CD / Mali – Popular 

Kankou Kouyate is a singer and songwriter, descended from three generations of Mali's greatest n'goni 
players. Her versatility and readiness to explore the possibilities of musical exchanges have allowed her to 
work with many of the most respected artists in Mali, including Toumani Diabate, Bassekou Kouyate and 
Cheick Tidiane Seck. She participated alongside Damon Albarn, Brian Eno, Nick Zinner and the Africa 
Express collective. Kankou met the Scottish musician and producer Mark Mulholland in Bamako. The 
musical connection between them became clear from their first meeting and the two artists created a 
repertoire of original songs ranging from acoustic folk and hypnotic blues to psychedelic rock, blending 
African and western influences in a fresh and innovative style. In order to incorporate electronic elements 
into the project, Mark called on the Parisian musician Olaf Hund, a friend and collaborator, with whom he had worked on the 
album "The Afro-Haitian Experimental Orchestra", with Tony Allen. The mixture of electronic beats with rock-, blues- and folk-
flavoured guitar and Kankou’s magical voice create a unique and enchanting musical tapestry. Listen to atrack. 

             
Eljuri: Resiste – La Coleccion Reggae De Eljuri (OUT SOON) 
MR 6147468 / € 9,95 / 0700261474687 / label: Manovill Records / format: CD / Ecuador-USA – Latin Rock 

Eljuri is so much more than just an artist, but a true musical storyteller, which combines powerful rhythms, 
with soulful lyrics and insightful ideas. The feel of Eljuri’s sonic aesthetics is perfectly represented within the 
artist’s new studio effort, a project titled 'Resiste: La Colección Reggae de Eljuri'. This release has 7 original 
songs, each showcasing a different side of the artist’s astonishing personality. There is something special 
about each track, because with every song comes a different mood. As a result, this release comes off as 
spontaneous and emotionally kaleidoscopic, making for a truly distinctive style. No song sounds like the 
next, or the one before, on ‘Resiste: La Colección Reggae de Eljuri’, yet they are all tied together by a 
common, sound, style, theme, and quality, which makes this album more than just a collection of songs by 
Eljuri. Listen.  

             
King’N’Doom feat. Cheikh Lo: King’N’Doom (OUT SOON) 
RR 1 / € 20,45 / 8595026642065 / label: Rustical Records / format: 12”+CD / Various – Fusion 
RR 2 / € 10,95 / 8595026642058 / label: Rustical Records / format: CD / Various – Fusion 

King'N'Doom is a unique project by Pavel Smid and Martin Piro along with Rustical Records—their 
recording studio and label. This album of original works takes its musical inspiration from a living dialogue 
between African and Czech musicians. It all started when the two met the Senegalese world music giant 
Cheikh Lo during the Czech Music Crossroads at the Colours of Ostrava festival in 2018. A spontaneous 
recording right on the spot in a car of a song called Jah’rabi was their first impulse towards creating a whole 
album with many participating musicians from around the country and the world. This album was recorded 
in cooperation with the Sono Records studios in Prague. Listen to a track. 

https://youtu.be/xHQCQdseRLE
https://youtu.be/qNX450w6GxE
https://youtu.be/XAIrKoZLrj8
https://youtu.be/OjNbxwObAcs
https://soundcloud.com/user-370314168/01-jahrabi-feat-cheikh-l-hawa
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Lina_Raül Refree: Lina_Raül Refree (Out on Friday January 17

th
, 2020) 

GBCD 85 / € 10,45 / 4030433608524 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 
GBLP 85 / € 13,45 / 4030433608517 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 

Fado rewired and recast. Raül Refree - one of Europe's most innovative producers (Rosalía, Sonic Youth’s 
Lee Ranaldo) - meets Lina, a Portuguese singer renowned for her haunting interpretations of Amalia's 
classic repertoire. Analog synths and hushed sonics. Making history by breaking the rules. Shedding the 
skin. A fresh beginning. That’s what singer Lina and producer/multi-instrumentalist Raül Refree have given 
Portuguese fado on Lina_Raül Refree. They’ve sloughed off the old trappings and exacting traditions of the 
country’s national music and given it into a perfect fit for the 21st century. Together, they’ve reinvented the 
music that holds a nation’s soul, and done it while keeping the rich beauty of the melodies and the aching 
poetry of the words that are such a vital part of the tradition. Listen. 
 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Julian Schneemann & Friends: Caravan       JSRCD 1 / JSRLP 1 
2. Bantou Mentale: Mentale Bantou        GBCD 73 / GBLP 73 
3. Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi           FA 4252 
4. Los Piranas: Historia Natural       GBCD 81 / GBLP 81 
5. Oum: Daba              MDC 16 

 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                 November 2019 
Aziza Brahim: Sahari             GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
Mah Damba: Hakili Kélé         BUDA 860350 
Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi                FA 4252  
Baba Zula: Derin Derin              GBCD 82 / GBLP 82 
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak                 FA 4242 
Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless FXCD 457 
Oum: Daba                   MDC 16 
Vedan Kolod: Wolf Path     (soon available) 
Melinda Balogh: Napkerek                  FA 4392 
Parno Graszt: Rolling Back                  FA 4312 
Espanje                              #4 October-December 2019 
Capullo de Jerez: Mi Musica          SATKCD 264 
Trinidad ‘La Trini’ Montero:  

Confesiones de una Diva       YOUKALI 168 
Chiki Lora: Ura           SATKCD 240 
Jazzism                                                    #5 2019 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Tita Nzebi: From Kolkata               VOC 8684 
Oum: Daba                   MDC 16 
Lust for Life                                    #94 2019 
BCUC: The Healing        BUDA 860351 

 
Volkskrant                             11 November 2019 
Ustad Saami: God Is Not A Terrorist              GBCD 67 
World Music Charts Europe                  November 2019 
Baba Zula: Derin Derin             GBCD 82 / GBLP 82 
Korjen: Sabur         PR 1 
Sirom: A Universe That Roasts Blossoms For A Horse 
Parno Graszt: Rolling Back                  FA 4312 
Melinda Balogh: Napkerek                  FA 4392 
Folk                         #3 September-November 2019 
Floating Sofa Quartet: Neighbourhood               GO 1218 
Tony Rose: Medicine Tunes              CRR 1824 
Spontus & Manu Sabate: Spontus & Manu Sabate     KR 8 
Heaven                                                   #6 2019 
Baro Drom: Nisba     MASOCD 99145 
La Macina: Nel Vivo Una Lunga Storia            SQLCD 86 
Otello Profazio: La Storia           SQLCD 105 
Marco Rovelli:  

Bella Una Serpe Con Le Spoglie D’Oro         SQLCD 101 
AdoRiza: Viaggio In Italia           SQLCD 126 
Oum: Daba                  MDC 16

 

LIVE 
75 Dollar Bill (tak:til – Glitterbeat Records) 
17/12/2019: Les Atelier Claus, Brussels (B) 
18/12/2019: De Koer, Ghent (B) 
Arifa (Mundus Productions) 
30/11/2019: De X, Leiden (NL) 
01/12/2019: Jazz Inverdan, Zaandam (NL) 
25/01/2020: De Regentes, Den Haag (NL) 
Bantou Mentale (Glitterbeat Records) 
23/11/2019: Anitapas, Brussels (B) 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba (Outhere / Glitterbeat) 
22/11/2019: Turnhout (B) 
27/11/2019: Oosterpoort, Groningen (NL) 
28/11/2019: Heerlen NL) 
29/11/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
30/11/2019: De Centrale, Ghent (B) 
Ifriqiyya Electric (Glitterbeat Records) 
01/12/2019: M4, Brussels (B) 
Kila (Kila Records) 
19/11/2019: irish College leuven (B) 
20/11/2019: CC Westrand Dilbeek (B) 
21/11/2019: Irish College Leuven (B) 
22/11/2019: Cultuurzentrum Zwaneberg (B) 
23/11/2019: CC Ter Vesten (B) 
24/11/2019: CC Leopoldsburg (B) 
Lina_Raül Refree (Glitterbeat Records) 
16/01/2020: Eurosonic, Groningen (NL) 
Maria Emilia (PG Booking) 
06/12/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
07/12/2019: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 

08/12/2019: Theater de Steenakker, Haps (NL) 
08/12/2019: De Doelen, Rotterdam (NL) 
Nilza Costa (Sudio SoundLab) 
19/01/2020: Harmonie, Edam (NL) 
21/01/2020: Uffie’s Eetcafe, Zutphen (NL) 
24/01/2020: Aleph Bookshop, Utrecht (NL) 
26/01/2020: Chez Franz, Brussels (B) 
Oum (Music Development Company) 
26/02/2020: Philharmonie, Luxembourg (L) 
27/02/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
28/02/2020: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
05/03/2020: Le Senghor, Brussels (B) 
Pol Belardi (Cristal Records) 
15/11/2019: Sonic Visions Rockhal, Esch/Belval (L) 
16/11/2019: Eupen (B) 
17/11/2019: Walter Brussels (B) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
07/01/2020: CC DE Brouckere, Torhout (B) 
08/02/2020: CC Braine, L’Alleud (B) 
Tamala (Muziekpublique) 
22/11/2019: CC Escale du Nord, Brussels (B) 
23/11/2019: Centre Culturel Braives-Burdinne, Braives (B) 
08/12/2019: Bunderkunst,'s-Heer Arendskerke (NL) 
Trupa Trupa (Glitterbeat Records) 
07/12/2019: Upon The My Of My Festival, Nijmegen (NL) 
11/12/2019: Vera, Groningen (NL) 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin (Muziekpublique) 
06/12/2019: Salle Philharmonique, Liege (B)

 
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://youtu.be/-6wgBr7FUus
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

